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The seeds of CaDansa have had a year to grow into beautiful flowers all over Europe. Thank you for the nice
pictures! The organisers of CaDansa worked hard to let CaDansa itself bloom as well. CaDansa is almost
ready to blossom, are you ready as well?

Swap it!
Clothes and books
Did you pack your back already?
We hope that you have some space left. There will
be a clothes swap again and this time there will be a
book swap as well. We heard that some people
found their favourite dancing skirt at the CaDansa
Clothes swap, so don’t forget to have a look. We
are sure you will find nice books as well, but don’t
forget to dance when you do so!

Queen bee flee market
There will bee a flee market at CaDansa. A
space for crafty and/or entrepreneurial
Balfolkies to sell some beautiful stuff. You can
bring stuff to sell (no food). Bring your own
blanket and change and find a spot!

Bees for Bees
The bees enjoyed all the CaDansa flowers, and
the deco team made sure you will find a lot of
bees at CaDansa. But in fact they have a hard time
surviving due to monocultural agriculture and
pesticides. You can buy Bee pins at the merch
stand to show your solidarity with bees. All
proceeds are for the Butterfly Foundation,
‘Vlinderstichting’ in Dutch.The Butterfly
foundation aims to gather and share knowledge
about butterflies, dragonflies and other insects
in order to help them flourish.
What’s good for butterflies is
good for (bumble)bees as well!

CaDansa in the making
It is a lot of hard work for the CaDansa
organisers and volunteers to get everything
ready. But it is fun and when we have to rest for a
bit we have a lot of cushions :)

